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sorbing devices and a spacecraft landing gear system in 
which they may be used. 

Consistent with the other parameters involved, and 
based on the physical environment expected and the par- 
ticular missions to be performed, various approaches lo 
the general problenl indicated above have been studied. 
Each of the approaches has advantages and disadvantcges 
attendant with its implementation, and, for that reason, 

The invention described herein may be manufactured various combinations bf approaches have been considered 
and used by or for the Government of the United States to offer the best solution to particclar mission require- 
of America for governnlental purposes without the pay- 10 ments. The following are some of the approaches which 
rnent of any royaities thereon or therefor. have been studied: Braking retrorockets, gas filled bags, 

This invention relates generally to energy absorbing frangible metal tubing, collapsible plastic or metal shells 
systems for missile or spacecraft soft landings on the earth, or cylinders, strain straps, burrowing or spike penetra- 
moon or other terrestrial surfaces. More particularly, tion, crushable materials including 111etal honeycomb, 
the invention re!ates to spacecraft energy absorbing sys- 15 balsa wood or plastic foam, and structural deformnlion. 
tems of the shock impact type capable of absorbing large In addition to the above enumerated systems for brak- 
quantities of kinetic energy at a substantially constant ing the descent of a spacecraft, it is obvious that there ale 
rate of deceleration force applied per unit of stroke dis- several means of effecting a recovery of a spacecraft on 
tance. earth which are not available for such landings on the 

With the advent of reaction engines of greater thrust 20 moon. Among these would be systems requiring a sup- 
and the corresponding development of spacecraft struc- porting atmosphere such as, for example, aelial snatch 
tures and other missile systems, the possibility of effecting or  the use of parachutes. Water landings require special 
a landing on the moon (and other terrestrial surfaces) environmental conditions, and skidding has been found 
with a manned spacecraft capable of returning to the to require a prepared lznding area. However, regardless 
earth has become more realistic. There are however 25 of whether the landing is to occur on a lnnar or earth 
many problems connected with such a venture. One of like surface, it is foreseeable that bralting retlo rockets 
these problems to which a solution had to be found was will be used as a basic means to dissipate the kinetic en- 
a way to deposit the spacecraft, its personnel and equip- ergy of a spacecraft preparatory to makinr: the soft land- 
ment on the lunar surface without injury to the person- ing with one or more other devices or methods being em- 
nel, and excessive damage to the spacecraft and ployed to help absorb the shoclr energy rcleased on and 
equipment needed for exploration and subsequently re- immediately after the initial tonchdown. 
turn to the ea~th .  Thas, the problem of absorbing the It is generally felt that the retio rockets would place the 
initial Ianding impact shock had to be formulated, an- spacecraft approximately 15 to 60 feet above the lunar 
alyzed and solved. As was stated by Mr. Robert E. surface in a zcro velocity hovering configuration. The 
Lavender in a National Aeronautics and Space Adimin- 35 exact altitude will depend on the results of unmanned 
istration publication entitled, Touchdovin Dynamics An- lunar explorations indicative of the composition of the 
alysis of Spacecraft for Soft Lunar Landing: "It would lunar surface. If there is a large quantity of loose rock 
indeed be a pity for the vehicle system to perform suc- and dust, as is expected, the rocket exhaust gases may 
cessiuily all phases of flight to the moon only to result in make visibility difficult and Inay even chaage the local 
a fai!ure during the few seconds of motion remaining 40 terrain featnres if the hovering altitude is too low. But 
after initial touchdown." NASA TN D-2001, January given this hovering altitude, the spacecraft will attain 
1964. a zero velocity position above the desired landing site and 

This specific area or problem of space flight is not to the rocket engines will be shut down. The spacecraft, 
be approached as an absolute, but it is correlative with under the influence of the local gravitational field of the 
other parameters including the motion of the spacecraft 45 moon, will accelerate toward the lunar surface and will 
from its initial position above the surface of the moon impact with little or no attitude correction until. the land- 
after descent from a moon orbit until the spacecraft ifig gear makes first contact with the surface. It is at this 
comes to rest on the surface. Among the many param- point that desirable deceleration characteristics of the 
elers involved in this general problem are, for example, landing gear configuration can mean success or failure 
local "touchdown area" lunar slope, coefficient of friction, 50 of the mission. It is, of course, desirable that the rate 
initial touchdown vertical and horizontal velocity compo- of build up of the deceleration force be moderate and 
nents, vehicle weight and radius of gyration, landing gear preferably constant until optinlum deceleration force has 
diameter, characteristics of the impact energy absorbing been reached and then to remain zero (i.e. constant decel- 
devices in the Ianding gear, and the number of legs in eration force) until the spacecraft has c o z e  to rest. It  
the landing gear arrangement. These and other param- 55 is necessary that there be an adequate stroke distance 
eters are considered when the requirements of the various capacity inherent in the energy absorbing system since 
systems operative during this critical phase of the mission the longer the stroke the smaller the average deceleration 
are specified. Thus, for a lunar landing, the coefficient of forces that need be developed to absorb a given qnantiiZi 
fliclion of the surface with respect to the landing gear of energy. The stroke must be adequate even t h o n ~ h  
feet, the local touchdown area slope (and degree of rough- 60 the exact amonnt of energy to be absorbed may not be 
ness), whether stabilization rockets will be used just be- precisely known in advance. The energy in this discl:s- 
fore landing impact, and, of course, others are predeter- sion has been termed kinetic energy since it can be seen 
mined based on unmanned lunar explorations and used that, a t  impact, the _ootentiaI energy of the spacecraft in 
to calculate the design requirements of the systems to its zero velocity hovering position has aln~ost all beell 
be used. For or;r purposes, the critical parameters in 65 converted to kinetic energy. 
the design of an impact energy absorbing system is con- It  is very desirable that the energy absorbing system 
cerned mainly with the various force component require- exhibit to the spacecraft a constant decelc~ation force re- 
ments placed on the system resulting from an analysis of gardless d the total energy to be absorbed. It is atso 
these other areas of investigation and the formulation of very desirable that the energy absorbing system be capable 
a cybernetic model of the landing problem. Therefore 70 of withstanding modcrale horizontal velocity compo~cnts 
the present invention is directed primarily to energy ab- at touchdown. Among other desirable Eeatuns are favor- 
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able weight and storage requiren~enls of the syslein. Sys- 
lem reliability must be high and the system must not be 
adversely aRectec1 by temperature extremes and variations 
in local atmospheric pressure. (It is anticipated that the 
pressure and temperature extremes to be expected on the 
nloon are approximately zero p.s.i.a. and -250" F. to 
-1-250" F. respectively.) 

The use of gas filled bags as a decelerating system has 
certain merit, nan~ely they exhibit moderate rates of de- 
celeration force build up; however, a decided disadvantage l o  
to their use is the difficulties encountered when there is a 
horizontal velocity component at  touchdown. Rebound 
or bounce is another very undesirable disadvantage of 
these systems. Adverse temperature and pressure factors 
are also to be consi&ered. Collapsible plastic or metal 15 
sheils or cylinders are similar to gas filled bags but in 
addition, have an inherent storage problem disadvantage. 

Strain straps are adaptable for use with a skidding de- 
celeration system and therefore have requirements, in- 
cluding a prepared landing strip, which make its use im- 20 
practicable in a luaar landing impact energy absorption 
system. 

Burrowing or spike penetration devices exhibit high de- 
celeration force onset-rates and have storage drawbacks 
as wcll as non-vertical velocity limitations. 25 

With thc use of crushable material systems non-vertical 
inlpact chxacteristics are not good, the deceleration force 
bdd-t ip  rate is high and for a given volume of material, 
the stroke is limited. 

The method of absorbing kinetic energy using frangible 30 
metal tubin2 is a system for working metal to its ulti- 
mate slrength. The system installation could include a 
hard aluminum alloy tube attached to the spacecraft and 
a die attached to a landing foot. The tube, which is 
placed under longitudinal compression and pressed over 35 
the die, fails in circuzzferential tension and is split into 
segments. These segments are, in turn, broken into small 
fragments over a large percentage of the t~be ' s  length. 

For str~~ctnral reasons, frangible tube apparatus, as well 
as gas filled bags and crushable materials or structures, 40 
are short stroke devices. Therefore the force build-up 
must be relatively large in order to obtain the desired 
energy absorbing capacity. In the frangible tube meth- 
od, since the tube is in longitudinal compression from 
the point of attachment to the spacecraft to  the end of 
the tube in contact with the die, the len@h to diameter 45 

ratio of the tube must be limited to the "short column" 
rang.: in order to prevent buchling. Frangible tubes have 
very little resislance to shear forces as they are operated 
011 the dies, therefore, the external forces applied to the 
tube-die combination must act approximately parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the tube. If, then, it is necessary 
lo  have an energy absorption system capable of with- 
standing horizontal velocity components at touchdown, 
there must be linkage apparatus between the spacecraft 
and the landing gear Ceet and pivoted dies so that the shear 55 

devclopeci in the tube-die combination is eliminated. It  
was fou11d in tests that though there was negligible re- 
bound, the fragmenting process produces a flnctuating 
forcc and the additional space, weight and reliability prob- 
lems associated with adapting this system to the general 60 
problem of lunar landing with a capability of withstanding 
rlroderate horizontal velocity components at touchdown 
make the use of the system less desirable than it appears 
at first glance. 

Therefore, for these enumerated reasons it is quite evi- 65 
dent that none o i  the devices mentioned above possess all 
of the desirable features required foi  a safe lunar landing. 
It may be stated that the more important disadvantages of 
these prior are devices are ( I )  inability to withstand hori- 
zontal velocity componects at touchdown, (2) instability 70 

after Impact (i.e. rebound and other changes in decelera- 
tion forco after th-, optimum force has been reached), 
(3) excessive deceleration force build-up rate, (4) varia- 
tion of deceleration force with the energy to be absorbed, 75 
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and (5) weight, storage, structural strength and reliability 
deficiencies. These diEculties, problems and disadvan- 
tages sparked engineering eEort in this area for a new 
concept for impact energy absorption systems for use in 
spacecraft designed to perform soft lunar landings. 

The present invention solves the problems and disad- 
vantages of existing energy absorbing systems proposed 
for use in connection with a spacecraft capable of per- 
forming soft landings on terrestrial surfaces such as the , 
surface of the moon by providing an integral landing gear 
structure coaprising a plurality of legs suitable for truss 
(type construction conneoted to a shroud extending circum- 
ferentially around the base of the spacecraft. The legs 
are pivotally connected to the shroud so that during Eght 
they are retracted and are extendable preparatoiy to per- 
forming a landing on the lunar surface. Preferably the 
landing gear will have four legs symmetrically orientated 
around the landing shroud. The shroud is connected to 
the base of the spacecraft through a plurality of novel 
energy absorbers adapted to absorb energy proportional 
to any relative movement of the spacecraft with respect 
to the shroud. The energy absorbers comprise a de- 
formable metal tube pivotally connected to the space- 
craft and a mandrel connected to a rod which in turn 
is pivotally connected to the landing shroud. 

There are energy absorbers circumferentially spaced 
around the spacecraft and they may be orientated both 
horizontally and vertically or they can be so orientated 
to exhibit force components in both directions. Although 
the eRergy absorbers may be designed to operate in either 
direction, they are designed mainly so that energy is ab- 
sorbed by the extrusion of the tube by the mandrel when 
the tube is pulled over the mandrel, thus maintaining lon- 
gitudinal tension in the tube. The vertical component 
of force is produced when there is a relative downward 
motion of the spacecraft with respect to the landing shroud 
such as that to  be expected when the landing gear legs 
have made initial contact with the surface upon which a 
soft landing is being performed. The horizontal com- 
ponent of f o x e  is produced by relative horizontal move- 
ment of the spacecraft with respe~t  to the landing gear 
shroud. Thus the energy absorbers uniforn~ly spaced 
around the base of the spacecraft and are designed to 
absorb energy due to relative motions of the spacecraft 
along and transverse to the axis of the landing shroud 
caused by vertical and horizontal velocity components 
of the spacecraft when the initial landing impact occurs. 
The energy absorbers restrain the motion of the space- 
craft relative to the landing gear shroud and leg arrange- 
ment which will tend to come to rest on the lunar surface 
soon after initial impact. The energy absorbers are adapt- 
ed to give predetermined constant retarding forces, and, 
therefore energy absorption, depending on the tube ma- 
terial and size. The capacity of the device depends on 
the length of tube used based on the desired or maximum 
allowable strolce. The number of energy absorbers used 
can be varied depending on the energy to be absorbed, 
the stroke desired, and the energy absoring force devel- 
oped in each unit. 

It  is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide an energy absorbing landing system for a space- 
craft capable of periorming soft landings on terrestrial 
surfaces such as that of the moon. 

I t  is another object to provide an energy absorbing space- 
craft landing system capable of absorbing impact kinetic 
energy uniformly with ( I )  a moderate deceleration force 
build up, and (2) predeternlined constant deceleration 
force transmitted to the spacecraft after an optimum de- 
celeration force is attained. 

It is still another object of the present invention to pro- 
vide a spacecraft landing gear energy absorption system 
capable of withstanding moderate horizontal velocity com- 
ponents on touchdown without addi!ional structure, 
weight or storage requirements. 

It is a furthsr object of this invenlion Lo provide an 
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energy absorber, simple in design, reliable in operation landing. On the ends of the landing legs 47 are landing 
and not subject lo extreme performance variations due to gear ieet 49, the design of which will depend on the com- 
the environment in which the device must operate. position of the surface on which the landing is to  be 

Another object of the present invention is to provide performed. 
an energy absorbing device with a variable stroke which 5 In operation the energy absorber illustrated in FIG- 
need not be precisely predetermined and which does not URE 2 2nd embodied in the landing gear system of FIG- 
require nlodification because of variations in the antic- URE 1 absorbs cncrgy when there is a relativc motion of 
ipated stroke requirement. the spacecraft $1 with respect to the landing gear shroud 

Still another object is to provide a device which can 15. Retro-thrust rocket engines (not shown) will eject 
absorb energy while in longitudinal tension and not sub- 10 the spacecraft from a lunar orbit and reduce the velocity 
jected to buckling compressive forces. of the vehiclc relative to the lunar surface to zero at an 

Other and further objects and advantages of the pres- altitude of between 15 and 60 feet (as presently envi- 
ent invention will become clear to those sl<illed in the art sioned). Thc rocket engines wiil be shut down and the 
as the description thereof proceeds taken in conjunction spacecraft will accelerate toward the lunar surface under 
with the drawings in which: 15 the inflnence of the local lunar gravity force. Small gas 

FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a spacecraft in generator operated attitude control rockets (not shown) 
a landing configuration with the energy absorption sys- may bc used to correct the attitude of the space craft 
tern of the present invention indicated; during its descent to the lunar surfacc; the system, how- 

FIGUPS 2 is a sectional view of one of the energy ever, is designed to safely absorb the deceleration forces 
absorption units illustrated in FIGURE 1; 20 of landing even without this final attitude control. Ple- 

FIGURE 3 is a side elevational view partly in section sumably one of the landing gear feet 49 will oonie in con- 
illustrating the use of the present invention in a minimal tact with the lunar surface first and an upward force will 
horizontal velocity component landing configuration; be transrnittcd to the landing gear shroud at the landing 

FIGURE 4 is a sectional view of a second embodiment gear foot makin2 first contact with the surface. The 
of the energy absorption unit of the present invention; 25 spacecraft 11 wiil continue its trajectory, and, when all 
and four feet 49 are in contact with the surface the shroud 

FIGURE 5 is a sectional view of a third embodiment and landing leg combin~tion will come to rest. There 
of the energy absorption unit of the present invention. will thcn be a relative motion of the spacecraft 11 with 

Referring now to the drawings in which like reference respect to the shroud 15 which will place the energy ab- 
numerals are used to indicate the same or  similar parts 30 sorbers in longi'lVdiaal tension and begin pulling the tubes 
throughout the several figures, and with initial attention 27 over the respective mandrels 41 associated therewith. 
directed to FIGURE 1, a spacecraft 11 is provided with Pulling the tube over the mandrel develops in the tube 
a landing gear 13 comprising a landing gear shroud I5 both longitudinal and circumferential tensile stresses, the 
extending circumferentially about the base 17 of the space- circumferential stresses being greater than the yield point 
craft E l .  Shroud $5 is adapted to present a low fric- 35 of thc material (i.e. out of the range of validity of Woolc's 
tion bearing surface to the spacecraft 11 at  the shroud's law for the particular tube material) but only approxi- 
upper extremity 19 and is connected to the spacecraft at mately 55% of the tabe material's ultimate strength. 
the base 47 thorugh a plurality of energy absorbers 21. Greater stresses could be nsed; however, the tests per- 
The exterior surface of shroud B5 is shaped essentially forined to date indicate that this stress gives the desired 
as a frustum of a cone in its upper portion 23 and as a 40 safety factor of reliability against tube failure in longi- 
circular cylinder in its lower portion 25. The energy ab- tudinal tension in the area of the tube between the space- 
sorbers 2$ comprise a tnbe 27, pivotally attached at one craft attachment point and the mandrel. It is obvious 
end 29 to the shroud 15 along the interior surface 31 of that the tube thickness and diameter can be varied as de- 
its lower cylindrical portion 25, and a rod 33, pivotally sired according to the stroke and membcr of the encrgy 
attached to the spacecraft base 17 at  one end 35 while its absorbers used and the maximum energy to be absorbed. 
free end 37 (see FIGURE 2) extends into the free end 45 Each tube internal dianletcr or thickaess can be varied 
39 of tube 27 and is securely attached to mandrel 41 wiih in the area of the mandrel smaller base 43 to prevent 
the longitudinal axes of the rod and mandrel substantially large force build-up rates as mentioned above. Stroke 
collinear. capacity variation is attained merely by increasing or de- 

The mandrel 41 is shaped essentially as a conical frus- creasing the length of the tubes. 
tum with its smaller base 43 positioned t m a r d  and fixedly 50 Since the energy absorbers are pivotally attached at 
attached to rod 33 at its free end 37. The diameter of oae end to the spacecraft and at the other to the shrond, 
the mandrel smaller base 43 is slightly smaller than the no appreciable bending moments are placed on the energy 
diameter of the undefornled portion of tube 27 between absorbers. There is some energy absorbed in the energy 
the mandrel and the tube's free end 39 while the mandrel abscrbers by the sliding frictional heating of the mandrel 
larger base 45 is somewhat larger than .the diameter of 55 and tnbe; however, the greater portion of thc energy ab- 
the undeformed pofiion of tube 27 at the mandrel smaller sorbed will result from the extmsion of the nletal ~ube. 
base 43. The ratio of the diameter of the larger base This el?ergy (both extrusion of the tube and frictional 
and the diameter of the depends on the tube mate- heating) is 2 linear function of the distance the tcbe has 
rial, the anticipated stroke and the energy to be absorbed moved over the mandrel, and. more impoilant, the force 
by the device per unit stroke dis&jnce. ]For a short dis- 60 exhibited by the energy absorber to the spacecraft will 
tance along the tube adjacent the mandrel smaller base be snbstantially constant and independect of the Iongitu- 
43, the tube 27 may be pretapered so that th- retard- dinal speed of the tube relative to the rnancircl. The 
ing force build-up, as fie tube is pulled over the man- result of the constant deceleration force is thnt there i~ no 
drel 41, will be moderate and fact the rate r e b o ~ n d  and the deceleration force applied to the space- 
of build-up of the force needed to pull the tube over fie 65 c n f t  by all of the energy absorbers can be determined 

can be predeternlined and readily dcsimed into in advmce and the enerzy absorbers designed (as to ma- 
the system. tcrial and size) to exhibit an optimum deceleration force 

circumferentiallv around the outside of the and consequently a constant deceleration to the space- - - crart. 
shroud lower  lort ti on 25 are four s ~ m e t r i c a l l ~  arranged 7" Vertical veiocity of the spacecraft relative to iIle sta- retractable landing legs 47 (see FIGURE 1) pivotally at- tionary shroud will extend all of the cnergy absorbers 
tached to the shroud. The landing legs 47 are adapted approximztely the same amount so that the energy ab- 
to truss construction for greater strength and reduced sorbed by each energy absorber will be approximately the 
weight and are retractable into a stowed position (not samc. On the other hand, ii. there is a horizontal velocity 
shown) during flight prior to extension preparxtory to 75 component of the spacecraft after the landing shroud- 
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leg combination has come io rest, then the spacecraft will orientated the same as iilustrated in FIGURE 1 with the 
tend to translate horizonta?ly in addition to vertically tube portion pivotally attached to the spacecraft by pin 
within the shroud enclosure and the encrgy absorbers on 63 located in a recessed portion 64 of flange 55 and ex- 
one side of the spacccraft will be extended further than tending through eye 65 which is fixedly attached to tube 
those on the opposite side. This situation presents no 5 27 by tcbe end plate 67. Within the tube, rcandrel 411 
problems since the total deceleration force will be con- is orientated with its smaller base 43 rigidly attached to 
stant regardless of the speed of extrusion of the tubes. As rod 33 which extends through the tube 27 from the 
the base of the spzcecraft moves to one side of the shroud, mandrel out the tube free end 39. The rod has at its 
it cen be seen that the horizontal force components of end 35 an eye member 69 positioned between two parallel 
the energy absorbers will be different on the two sides 10 flanges 71 with apertures 73 therein aligned with each 
of the spacecraft in line with the direction of tile reia- otber and wit5 the opening in eye member 69. A pin 75 
live horizontal motion. Since the total force developed extends through the apertures 73 in flanges 71 and the 
by each of the energy absorbers is approx;matcly the opening in eye member 69 to form a pivotal attachment 
same, the hori~ontal component of force tending to pull of rod 33 to the flanges 71 which are rigidly attached to 
the base of t h ~ ,  spacecraft against its relative horizontal 15 connector base 77 which in turn is rigidly connected to 
motion will be larger than the horizontal component of shear piate 78. Shear plate 79 is a continuous annular 
the force tending to pull the base of the spzcecraft in plate rigidly attached throughout or at particular points 
the direction of the spacecraft's relative motion within the of its length to the inner surface 811 of shroud 57 and 
landing shroud, and a fortiori, the corresponding vertical extends to the line of juncture 83 of the shroud cylindrical 
components will be differelit, the larger vertical con-  20 portion 85 and the shroud conical portion 87. Tne 
ponent corresponding to the smaller horizontal com- stresses developed in energy absorber rod 33 is thus trans- 
ponent. Thus there is a tendency foi- the direction of the mitted and distributed to the shroud either at specified 
net total decelerating force applied to the spacecraft to points or continuously around the inner surface 88 of the 
shift from the vertical and align with the direction of shroud. 
movernsnt of the cenlcr of mass of the spacecraft but, of 25 In operation the spacecraft and shroud will descend 
course, in the opposite direction. Each of the other en- vertically or nearly vertically to the surface on which the 
ergy absorbers will exhibit horizontal and vertical force landing is to be performed, shroud lunar bearing edge 89 
components proportional to their position relative to a will come in contact with the lunar surface and the 
diameter of the landing sl~.o~:d normal to the spacccraft's shroud will come to rest while there is still a downward 
horizontal velocity component. 30 vertical velocity of the spacecraft. When there is rela- 

The energy absorber pi5,otal attachmeats to the shroud tive motion of the spacecraft with respect to the shroud, 
and the spacecraft are designed to permit free pivotal the tubes will be pulled over their respective mandrels 
motion in a vertical plane containing tile two attachment extruding the tubes and absorbing energy thereby. The 
points, and, in addition, allow partial inwlemeat in a deceleration force applied to the spacecraft is, as before, 
plane normal to the vertical plan:: contain in^ the two pt- 35 constant and the energy absorbed proportional to the 
tachment points. Therefore the pivotal connections of relative distance the spacecraft has moved with respect 
the cncrgy absorbers other than those in line with the to the shroud. The energy absorbing stroke available 
spacecraft's horizontal velocity component are also free depends only on the length of the tubes in the energy 
and not binding. It can be readily seen that the CQm- absorbers. In this illustration four energy absorbers are 
ponents of the decelerating fcrce appl i~d to the space- 40 shown; however, it has been demonstrated that the same 
craft at each of the energy absorber pivotal connection e n e r g  absorption can be attained using more energy 
points will depend on the respective components of dis- absorbers of smaller energy absorption capacity per unit 
tance this point has moved relative to the presumed sta- of stroke distance. 
tionary landing shroud. Also, since the longitudinal Using the same principle of energy absorption, that is 
stresses in the individual energy absorbers are tensile and keeping the energy absorber in longitudinal tension and 
not compressive, there is no limitation on the available 45 deforming the surface of a material substantially normal 
stroke of thc energy absorber caused by inherent charlc- to the surface, other enrbdiments can be used as illus- 
teristics of the energy absorber itself; any slrolre iiinitation trated in FIGURES 4 and 5. A rod 91 extends in an 
will exist solely becausc of other conslderatlons such as, open end 93 of a tube 95 and is rigidly attached to a 
for example, the height of the base of the spacecraft 50 mandrel 97 at its forward face 99. Mandrel 97 is shaped 
above the landing surface when ail landing feet are in con- substantially like an ellipsoid with the ends cut by two 
tact with the surface and the landing gear shroud com- parallel planes normal to the major axis of the ellipsoid. 
bination has come to rest. The mandrel 97 rearward face 194 is rigidly attached lo 

In FIGURE 3 there is illustrated an alternative con- a connecting rod 103 which in turn is rigidly attached to 
figuration of the landing shroud for the case in which 55 the forward face 105 of a second mandrel 197. Mandrel 
there will be a very small or no horizontal velocity of the 107 is shaped sirailarly to mandrel 97; however, in a par- 
spacecraft at touchdown. In this case, the landing gear ticular application, mandrel 107 may be slightly difFerent 
diameter need not be as large since there will be no dy- in size from mandrel 97. The rearward face 108 of 
namic tumbling tendency, and in fact the landing legs mandrel 107 is rigidly attached to a second connecting 
have been eliminated. The spacecraft 51 has at its base 53 rod 109 which is rigidly attached to the forward face 11% 
a flange 55 extending radially therefrom. The flange is 60 of mandrel 413. Mandrel 1113 is likewise shaped sim- 
a part of the thrust distributing structure of the spacecraft ilarly to m~andrels 97 and 107 but again may be slightly 
so that no additional internal structural n~embers are different in size than the other mandrels. 
required for the landing gear loads. Extending circum- It is apparent that connective rod 109 will carry a 
ferentially around the base 53 is a shroud 57 of essentially smaller stress than connecting rod 103 and that con- 
cylindrical shape throughout most of its longitudinal 65 nective rod 103 will carry a smaller stress than rod 91 
length with a small portion thereof at the top essentially due to the additionlal retarding forces applied by man- 
the frustum of a cone. The smaller base 59 of the conical drels 113 and 407. The greatest transverse dimension 
portion is d e k e d  by a circular lip 61 which is in bearing of mandrels 97, 107 and 113 is, of course, greater than 
contact with the side d the spacecraft 51. Tnere may be 70 the internal diameter of the tube. 
provided especially designed bearing surfaces on the side The mandrel surface 1115 maximum diameter depends 
of the spacecraft 51 in the vicinity of lip 61 to prevent on the material of the tcbe 95 and is such that the tube 
damage to the spacccralt. The shroud 57 is attached to is placed in circumferential tension, the stresses of whioh 
the base 53 of the spacecraft through energy absorbers 21. are below the yield point of the tube material (i.e. the 

The energy absoriber tnbe-mandrel-rod coltlbinalion is 75 stretching of the tube is elastic and within the range of 
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validity of Hook's law). The size and action of man- 
drels 107 and 113 oan be the same as that of mandrel 97 
if the stretching of the tube has been elastic, and, if this 
is the case, the energy absorber is reusable and double 
acting; that is, it will abso~b energy both in longitudinal 5 
tension and compression as long as the bending moments 
on the energy absorber will not buckle tube 95. 

In the case where there is no necessity to have a re- 
usable device or where there is not completely elastic 
deformation of the tube by mandrel 97, mandrels 107 10 
and 113 will have to be of different size than mandrel 97 
in order to attain optimum energy absorption from the 
device. Under any operable circumstances (when the 
ultimate strength of the tube material has not been ex- 
ceeded) there will be a substantially constant retardin2 15 
force developed when there is notion of the multiple 
mandrel rod combination relative to the lube. 

FIGURE 5 is a sectional view of an energy absorber 
which utilized both circumferential tension and compres- 
sion in the same device and, like the other devices de- 20 
scribed above, exhibits constant deceleration forces and 
energy absorption linearly dependent only on  the stroke 
or relative distance the tube has moved with respect to 
the mandrels. There is provided tube attachment plate 
117 (which is pivotally attached to the spacecraft) rigidly 25 
attached to tube 119. Positioned within tube 819 is a 
mandrel 121 which is rigidly attached to rod 123 at its 
forward face 125. Rod 123 is an integral part of a 
mandrel support structure 126 comprising rod end plate 
127 and compressive mandrel rod 129. 

It is understood that all rods mentioned and illustrated 
30 

may be hollow for material and weight savings but have 
been termed rods because they need not be hollow and 
also to distinguish them readily from the tubes. Here 
rod 129 is, of necessity, holiow but is termed a rod in 35 
favor of consistency. Rod 129 is rigidly attached to an- 
nular compressive mandrel 131. Mandrel 131 has an 
interior bearing surface 135 which, though spaced apart 
from mandrel 121, conforms to the configuration of the 
exterior bearing surface 135 of mandrel 121. Tube 119 40 
is positioned and moves within the annular space between 
the two mandrels. 

The mandrel 121 is shaped similarly to the mandrels 
illustrated in FIGURE 4 except that the curvature of the 
mandrel bearing surface 131 is reversed near the rear- 45 
ward end 137 thereof and serves as a guide for the cir- 
cumferential conlpression of the tube by mandrel 1331. 
Thus as there is reiative movement of the tube with re- 
spect to the mandrel configuration, the tube is first ex- 
truded in circumferential tension past the yield point of 50 
the iube material (i.e. where the stretching of the material 
is no longer within the range of validity of Hook's law) 
and then the action of mandrel 83:! essentiatly diaws the 
tube to  a smaller diameter. There is encrgy absorbed by 
both the extrusion of the tube by mandrel 121 and the 55 
drawing of the tube by mandrel 131; the total force ex- 
erted is constant once there is relative movement of the 
tube with respect to the mandrels, and, as before, the 
energy absorbed is a linear function of the stroke. Tne 
energy absorbed from friction will also be essentially 
constant per unit stroke and the sliding frictional retard- 
ing force will be essentially constant. 

Thcre has been illustrated and described embodiments 
of a landing gear system and energy absorber which solve 
the difficulties, problems and disadvantages of prior art 65 
devices. The landing gear system can tolerate moderate 
horizontal velocity components when the spacecraft makes 
initial contact with the surface upon which a soft landing 
is being performed. There is no rebound, bounce or 
other manifestations of instability after touchdown. The 
rate of deceleration force buildup is conrrolled and con- 
stant, and once the optimum deceleration force is at- 
tained, it can be maintained until the spacecraft comes 
to rest. The system is adaptable to the use of truss con- 
struction of the landing gcar legs with the resulting weight 75 
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savings along with the overall system reliability and per- 
formance predictability. 

Thus there has been described the invention in its novel 
aspects; however, it is to be understood that there has 
been shown merely embodiments of the invention and 
that it is not to be limited to the structure shown and 
described. Obviously numerous nlodifications and varia- 
tions of the present invention within the invention's true 
spirit are possible in light of the above teachings. It is 
therefore to be understood that within the scope of the 
appended claims the invention may be practiced other- 
wise than as specifically described therein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a spacecraft having a base and adapted to per- 

form soft landings on lunar and other terrestrial surfaces, 
said landings to be performed with the spacecraft in 
a base downward attitude, a landing gear system com- 
prising: 

(a) a shroud extending circunlferentially around but 
spaced apart from the spacecraft having an exterior 
and an interior surface; 

(6) a plurality of retractable landing legs attached at 
one end to and positioned around the exte-. ~ 1 o r  sur- 
face of the shroud and extendable to a landing con- 
figuration in preparation to landing, each of said legs 
having attached at the other end thereof a landing 
foot; and 

(c) a plurality of energy absorbers positioned in the 
space between the shroud and the spacecraft one end 
of which is attached to the spacecraft and the other 
to the shroud interior surface, whereby energy is 
absorbed by said energy absorbers when the land- 
ing feet come in contact with a lunar or other ter- 
restrial surface upon which a soft landing is being 
performed causing a relative movement of the shroud 
with respect to the spacecraft. 

2. The landing gear system of claim 1 wherein the 
energy absorbers include: 

(a)  an energy absorbing deformable element; and 
(b) means for deforming said element when there is 

a relative motion of said spacecraft with respect to 
the shroud. 

3. The combination of claim 2 wherein: 
(a)  the energy absorbing deformable element has at  

least one surface; 
(b) the deformation of said element is substantially 

normal to said surface; and 
( c )  the stresses produced in said element by the de- 

formation thereof are maintained below the element's 
ultimate strength. 

4. The landing gear system of claim 1 in which: 
(a)  the attachment of the ends of the energy absorbers 

to the spacecraft and the shroud are pivotal; and 
(b) the er,ergy absorbers are placed in longitudinal 

tension when there is a relative downward move- 
ment of the spacecraft with rcspect to the shroud. 

5. The combination claimed in claim 1 wherein said 
energy absorbers absorb energy vJhile in longitudinal 
tension. 

6. The combination clained in claim 2 wherein: 
(a)  the energy abscrbing deformable elemeat is a 

substantially straight circular tube; 
(b) the means for deforming said e!ement includes a 

mandrel positioned within said tube; 
(c) the deformation of said tube includes an outward 

radial deformation thereof which places the tube in 
circumferential tension in the area of the del'orma- 
tion; and 

( d )  the stresses developed within said tube by the 
deformation thereof remain below the tube's ulti- 
mate strength. 

7. The combination claimed in claim 2 wherein the 
deformation of said element produces stresses therein 
which remain below the elastic limit of the eiement. 
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8. The combination of claim 7 in which: 

12 
mandrel positioned without said tube adjacent said 

( a )  the energy absorbing deformable element is a exterior surface. 
tube; 12. The combination of claim 11 wherein: 

( b )  the surface of the element is the interior surface ( a )  the tube is substantially straight and circular; 
of said tube; and 5 ( b )  the interior mandrel is substantially ellipsoidal 

( c )  the means for deforming said element includes a with its maximum circumference in a plane normal 
plurality of mandrels connected in tandem positioned to its long axis greater than the circumference of 
within said tube. the circle formed by the intersection of a plane nor- 

9.  The combination claimed in claim 3 wherein: ma1 to the tube's longitudinal axis and the tube's 
( a )  the energy absorbing deformable element is a sub- 10 undeformed interior surface; and 

stantially straight circular tube having an open end; (c) the exterior mandrel is annular and has a smallest 
( b )  the surface is the interior surface of the tube; circumference adjacent said tube exterior surface 

and smaller than the circumference of the circle formed 
(c) the means for deforming said element includes: by the intersection of a plane normal to the longi- 

( 1 )  a conical frustum shaped mandrel positioned 15 tudinal axis of the tube and the tube's deformed 
within said tube, said mandrel having a for- exterior surface, whereby, when there is a movement 
ward face and a rearward face, and of said tube relative to said mandrels, there is an 

( 2 )  a rod extending through said tube open end energy absorbing deformation of said tube. 
fixedly attached to said mandrel forward face 13. The combination of claim 12 wherein the interior 
and substantially colinear with the mandrel's 20 bearing surface of said exterior annular mandrel con- 
longitudinal axis. forms to the shape of the exterior bearing surface of 

10. The invention claimed in claim 1 wherein said en- said interior mandrel but is spaced apart therefrom. 
ergy absorbers include: 

( a )  an energy absorbing deformable element having References Cited by the Examiner 
at least two substantially parallel surfaces; and 25 UNITED STATES PATENTS 

( b )  means responsive to movement of said shroud 
with respect to said spacecraft for deforming said 2,391,275 12/45 Shaw -------------- 2'I'LlOO X 
element normal to each of said sur- 2,578,903 12/51 Smith ------------------ 188-1 
faces while maintaining the stresses developed in 3,026,972 3/62 Hendry et al. ---------- 188-1 
said element by the deformation thereof below the 30 3,059,966 10/62 Spielman --------------- 188-1 

element's ultimate strength. 3,143,321 8/64 McGehee et al. -------- 244-100 

11. The combination of claim 10 wherein: 3,146,014 8/64 Kroell ----------------- 188-1 
( a )  the element is a tube; FOREIGN PATENTS 
( 6 )  the two surfaces are the interior and exterior sur- 

faces of said tube; and 
412,3 18 4/25 Germany. 

35 
( c )  the means for deforming said element include two FERGUS S, MIDDLETON, primary ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ .  

mandrels, an interior mandrel positioned within said 
tube adjacent said interior surface, and an exterior MILTON BUCHLER, Ex~miner. 




